Legal statement regarding the content of the website

General disclosure
The https://viddo.com !"#$%&" '()"#$%&"*+ %$ ,-$&". #/ 012 34&5 '(6-$&*+5
By agreeing to use the website. all users are deemed to have accepted the use and data protection
conditions and policies stipulated below.
1. Copyright
The technical, graphical, software and other solutions, text, photos, data and other information
and materials appearing on the website, and the website as well, as well as the arrangement of all
of the foregoing are subject to copyright protection and only the Host is authorized to consent to
their use.
Absence prior written consent of the Host, it is forbidden to use, reproduce, transfer, distribute,
adopt or modify, or store, in whole or part, the content of the website. The Host authorizes the
following use, subject to the conditions listed below:
--subject to designating the precise source https://viddo.com !"# $%&%$%"'(") *+% ,("--- etc.
2. Trademarks
All trademarks (brand name, logo etc.) relating to VIDDO on the website constitute the property of
the Host. Trademarks of partners of the Host appearing on the website are subject to the consent
of such partner having been procured.
The trademark owner has exclusive rights to use the trademarks.
3. Accessing Website
The Host reserves the right to modify or revise the website at any time or to limit or cease access
to it by third parties. The Host does not guarantee that access to the website will be continuous or
free of defect. The Host expressly disclaims any liability for damages or losses of any kind relating
to or arising from access to, or direct or indirect use of, any information, documents or materials
on the website or from improper operation of the website, any deficiencies or possible disruptions
to operations.
4. Connecting websites
The website of the Host may contain such connection points (the so-called hyperlinks) that provide
automatic access to other websites of third parties. Such websites are hosted and owned by third
parties.

The Host merely provides access to such connecting websites and thus disclaims any liability or
obligation relating to such websites or their content, even in cases where an employee or
contractor of the Host has reviewed and approved such a website.
The Host disclaims any liability for content created, transferred, stored or made accessible by third
parties as well as for all published content that is accessed via referenced by the website of the
Host.
5. Data Protection
In processing personal data, the Host fully complies with the provisions regulating the protection
of personal date and the publication of data in the public interest as regulated by Act CXII of 2011
of Hungary on the Right of Informational Self Determination and on Freedom of Information. The
Host only records such personal date that the use has voluntary provided. Such personal data are
stored in the data base of the Host. More detailed information on terms and conditions are found
in the data protection declaration (www.viddo.com/docs/privacy-policy.pdf).
The personal data voluntarily provided may be used by the Host – in the absence of contrary
instruction by the use—as follows:



7.

VIDDO promotions, in e-mail communication format
Marketing activities relating to VIDDO (newsletter, product/service recommendations etc.).

Legal Consequences for Breach

In the event the terms and conditions of this legal statement are breached the Host shall take
immediate legal measures for redress, including civil and criminal law actions, as deemed fit.
All matters not expressly regulated by this legal statement are governed by Act CVIII of 2001 on
certain issues of electronic commerce activities and information society services.
8.

Modifying the Legal Statement

The Host reserves the right to amend or modify this Legal Statement at its discretion but shall in
all cases notify its users by updating the relevant provision of the website.

